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Choosing Your Next Go-to-Market Investment

At a Glance
When a company’s sales performance lags or new competitors threaten with better commercial
execution, sales leaders may not know exactly where or in what sequence to attack the problem.
Fixing one narrow aspect of the commercial model, such as pricing or compensation, rarely
works, because each aspect of the model links with others.
A diagnostic “X-ray” of 65 commercial best practices in six categories allows sales leaders to
gauge their performance against competitors in their industry and—importantly—companies
outside their industry but with a similar go-to-market model.
For a given industry and go-to-market model, typically there are a small handful of capabilities
at which companies must excel in order to generate outsized revenue and market-share growth.

Sales executives staring at a deficiency in performance, or a demand-led shift in how they go to market, or an insurgent competitor nipping at their heels, face a conundrum common to any complex
problem: Where to begin? Naturally, the loudest or latest complaint should not set the agenda, but anecdotal conversations do have a way of sticking in sales leaders’ minds as they decide how to respond.
What’s more, sales leaders may not have a good sense of the best commercial practices to remedy the
situation, including practices among companies outside their immediate industry but with a similar
commercial model and therefore similar issues and opportunities.
Discerning where to start—whether to turn around a lagging go-to-market model or take an already
solid organization into the lead—is not obvious. Yet companies must understand exactly which are
the most important commercial capabilities to address, and in what sequence.
As with any complicated enterprise, you should step back and look at all the parts, not just those that
seem to be weakest or generate the loudest complaints. Focusing narrowly on one problem may overlook links to other aspects of the commercial enterprise. For example, fixing sales compensation
might be far more effective if you also changed how sales representatives are trained.
To that end, Bain & Company recently undertook an extensive survey that asked executives at nearly
900 business-to-business (B2B) companies worldwide about their firms’ commercial capabilities. The
analysis also ranked companies in terms of revenue and market share growth. This “X-ray” reveals
which commercial capabilities matter most for a given industry and commercial model, a diagnostic
exercise that helps leaders prioritize the levers to pull first.
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Figure 1: The commercial excellence X-ray examines capabilities in six categories
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Based on decades of experience working with sales and marketing organizations, we defined 65 best
practices, including a number of digital practices, in six categories of capabilities (see Figure 1). For
instance, the best practice for “customer digital behavior” is “We have a deep understanding of our
customers’ and prospects’ digital activities and behaviors, enabled through insight into website behavior,
content engagement, search patterns, social media activity and inbound lead performance.”
We asked respondents to rate their own company along these best-in-class definitions, then sorted
their answers according to the company’s business performance. We defined the top performers as
companies that grew absolute revenue at a significant rate and gained market share within their industry over the previous two years.
Clear patterns emerge. To start, the winners not only rate higher than the average on virtually every capability, but also rate especially well on a handful of capabilities of particular relevance for their situation.
When companies carry out an X-ray diagnostic and address their commercial performance holistically,
we have seen them gain 3 to 5 percentage points of profit margin and unlock higher revenue growth.

A holistic view of commercial excellence
Taking a holistic view of commercial capabilities, the analysis confirms, is much more effective than
tinkering with each capability on its own. Improving, say, pricing by itself rarely leads to commercial
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excellence. Rather, a sales group performs best when it is supported by strong product management
and selling on clear value propositions. Any potential pricing increase will only be realized when the
salesforce is well aligned behind the objectives, and the right tools are in place to track results.
A second insight is that the importance of specific capabilities varies with each company’s circumstances, which go beyond its industry and geographical market. You should also factor in the chosen
commercial model, defined along two dimensions: whether the company has relatively simple or
complex sales in terms of the product or selling process, and whether its sells directly, indirectly or
through multiple channels (see Figure 2). Looking at the combination of the industry and commercial
model raises the predictive power for business outcomes.
Consider a company selling basic commodities with a simple, direct sales model. Many of the capabilities most predictive of outperformance involve pricing and salesforce allocation. These include dynamic pricing in response to market trends, pricing compliance for sales reps, a deep understanding of customerlevel profitability, salespeople aligned with the right opportunities and rigorous sales KPIs. This set of
capabilities make sense when you consider the volatile, margin-thin market environments such firms
tend to operate in.
By contrast, for a computer hardware/software firm that has a more complex product portfolio and
sells through multiple channels, success involves other key capabilities: how the firm adapts to new

Figure 2: It is useful to view capabilities through the dual lenses of industry and commercial models
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trends and opportunities, sales behaviors and pricing alignment to strategy. Again, this set makes
sense because such companies often have broad portfolios of technical products, sold in complex
buying processes involving multiple sales roles.
One global industrial manufacturer used the X-ray diagnostic to determine where investment in
commercial capabilities would yield the greatest payoff. The company benchmarked its performance
on capabilities against peers, then surveyed senior executives as well as more than 200 sales and
marketing professionals to validate the benchmarking. It found two areas where it could improve.
The first area consisted of known issues that commercial leaders already believed were important,
had begun to address and had validated through their research, including:
•

Developing a quantified view of market opportunities at the account level. That would help sales
teams set more accurate targets and prioritize their opportunities.

•

Improving selling based on value delivered, through more effective governance and involvement
of sales executives.

•

Integrating digital tools into their sales activities, and deploy new pricing and marketing tools.

Actions taken in the wake of an X-ray diagnostic can energize sales
reps and others through a renewed focus on helping them succeed.
The second area consisted of blind spots where executives had thought the organization was effective, but actually underperformed relative to peers. These blind spots needed attention urgently in order to raise commercial performance, particularly among frontline sales reps (see Figure 3). For a
small set of key accounts, the company piloted several changes:
•

Clarifying roles and responsibilities within the product and service sales organizations to promote integrated selling.

•

Moving account planning from an analog, annual activity to a digital, continuous approach.

•

Investing in more structured win-loss assessments and campaign debriefs to spread best practices across sales regions and account teams.

Improvements materialized quickly, as the pilot accounts saw a 30% increase in the value of opportunities
added to the pipeline and expected to close over the following year. Moreover, sales reps and others in
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Figure 3: An industrial company’s X-ray identified capabilities that the firm had begun to address,
and uncovered others that needed urgent attention  
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the organization have been energized by the renewed focus on helping them succeed. Senior account
executives began actively seeking each other out to share account strategies and best practices, behavior
that had rarely occurred in their highly competitive and siloed sales environment. That cultural shift
goes a long way toward building internal support for the change and ensuring the results last beyond
initial pilots.
It is worth noting that many large companies operate with different commercial models in different
parts of the enterprise. In these cases, executives should consider how the commercial organization
is set up for success, and thoughtfully define boundaries around what is shared and what is unique
to a business unit.

Failure modes—and how to overcome them
Our analysis also identified a half-dozen patterns of failure, each delineated by subpar performance
in a cluster of commercial capabilities (see Figure 4).
Stone Age—failing to embed digital tools and skills. This pattern sometimes surfaces among companies that previously operated in a simpler market, such as a concentrated customer set or slow pace
of change, where it could manage the salesforce on a spreadsheet. In other cases, companies may
have grown too fast to have taken the time to invest in the proper digital infrastructure.
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Figure 4: Losers tend to fall into at least one failure mode
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Wild West—inconsistent management of direct sales reps. Some companies consider sales more art
than science, giving frontline sales managers wide latitude. Without guidance on best practices and
standardized metrics, different pockets of the commercial organization end up doing things in wildly
different ways, with disparate outcomes.
Throwing dice—being unaware of the most profitable products and customers. For companies with a
wide variety of customers, products with many configurations or customizations, or opaque pricing
systems, profitability can vary dramatically and unpredictably among customers if the company lacks
robust data. Even companies in simpler situations might not have reliable information on the spending of each customer in a product category.
Lost at sea—lack of proper motivation and incentives for sales reps. This can happen when companies change policies in isolation, for example, changing strategy without aligning compensation.
Crossed wires—ineffective communication and unclear roles. Wires can cross when companies
broaden their product portfolio over time, adding layers of roles to shore things up along the way,
which ultimately causes confusion.
Channel soup—poor channel strategy and execution. It’s fine to add sales channels, but not without
stepping back to consider which products should be sold through which channels in which markets.
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A company may perform well on the capabilities most important for its industry and commercial
model, yet still fail along one of these patterns. On average, however, more than twice as many losing
companies—those with stagnant or declining market share and revenue—exhibit one or more of the
failure modes.
Avoiding these types of failure and tuning the commercial engine for peak performance goes back to
the insights supported by the survey analysis. While the route to commercial excellence will of course
vary by company, a sensible plan likely involves the following steps:
•

Think holistically about the challenge, as all aspects of the commercial engine are highly interconnected.

•

Do an X-ray diagnostic to identify the capabilities at which you must excel in order to succeed with
your commercial model and industry, and those at which you can be “good enough.” Because the
diagnostic is a digital tool, senior management can explore the output together in real time.

•

Understand where you have the biggest gaps with best-practice companies.

•

Focus first on the handful of interlinked capabilities that are critical to your situation and where
you have significant gaps.

•

Address these gaps through a concerted plan, before moving on to secondary issues.

With so many possible avenues for investment and management attention, sales organizations need a practical way to focus on where they
will reap the greatest return.
Too many options can be as frustrating as too few. With so many possible avenues for investment
and management attention, sales organizations need a practical way to focus on where they will reap
the greatest return. Applying the X-ray diagnosis to the commercial organization identifies the most
promising capabilities for the chosen model. Executives will know exactly what they need to fix or improve, and how far they must rise to match or surpass competitors.
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Shared Ambition, True Results
Bain & Company is the management consulting firm that the world’s business leaders come
to when they want results.
Bain advises clients on strategy, operations, technology, organization, private equity and mergers and
acquisitions. We develop practical, customized insights that clients act on and transfer skills that make
change stick. Founded in 1973, Bain has 57 offices in 36 countries, and our deep expertise and client
roster cross every industry and economic sector. Our clients have outperformed the stock market 4 to 1.

What sets us apart
We believe a consulting firm should be more than an adviser. So we put ourselves in our clients’ shoes,
selling outcomes, not projects. We align our incentives with our clients’ by linking our fees to their
results and collaborate to unlock the full potential of their business. Our Results Delivery® process
builds our clients’ capabilities, and our True North values mean we do the right thing for our clients,
people and communities—always.
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